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Abstract— Mobile robots can be integrated as an entity in the
new paradigm of the Internet of Things (IoT) and can be
instrumental in extending sensing and manipulation capabilities
to remote environments where the installation of sensor networks
is unfeasible. Many anticipated applications of autonomous mobile
robots require for them to navigate in diverse complex
environments without support from exterior infrastructures. To
perform this on-board navigation, the robot must make use of the
available sensor technologies and fuse the most reliable data
respective to the present environment in an adaptive manner. This
paper will review recent efforts to develop onboard navigation
systems which can seamlessly transition between outdoor and
indoor environments and different terrains seamlessly. The
methodologies surveyed include visual SLAM, Odometry and
Place Recognition. An overview of the state-of-the-art is provided
with a focus on approaches which are adaptive to dynamic sensor
uncertainty, dynamic objects and dynamic scenes. In addition, the
paper also provides an analysis of the most common sensor
modalities and the factors affecting sensor uncertainty for the
same.
Keywords—Localisation Technologies; Deep Learning; Sensor
Fusion; Mobile Robotics;

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots can be integrated as an entity in the new
paradigm of the Internet of Things (IoT) and can be instrumental
in extending sensing and manipulation capabilities to remote
environments where the installation of sensor networks is
unfeasible. Much work has been done in the field of indoor
localisation making use of infrastructure exterior to the
navigating robot such as wireless networks [1], beacons [2],
Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology [3], Visible light
communication (VLC) [4], infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V)
communications and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications
[5]. In outdoor scenarios, localisation is relatively
straightforward and can be achieved with high accuracy with the
use of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) or to the standalone
cellular systems [6]. However, developing a navigation system
which can seamlessly navigate between outdoor and indoor
environments is far more challenging. It requires the use of a
sophisticated perception system consisting of sensors of

multiple modalities that perform well in certain conditions and
an ability to decide which sensors contribute the most valuable
information in the present circumstances.
This paper will be split into three sections. Section I will give
a brief overview of the main sensor modalities pertinent to the
state-of-the-art sensor-fusion based robot localisation
techniques of today. This list will try to capture the reasons why
data from each sensor modalities might be subject to uncertainty
in certain circumstances. Section II will discuss the main
challenges still present for robot localisation techniques and will
survey some recent attempts to solve these challenges in the
domains of visual SLAM, Odometry and Deep Learning.
Section III will provide an analysis of techniques which may be
used to cope with dynamics such as sensor noise due to
influences discussed in the first section as well as new and
moving obstacles in the robot’s surroundings, scenes which
appear to be different between viewings and transitioning
between places which present drastically different sensor
challenges. Finally, we draw conclusions and insights from our
observations of the field of mobile robot localisation.
II. MULTIMODAL SENSOR SYSTEMS
If a robot is to navigate in any environment, it must not
require any specialised infrastructure to be set up exterior to it
and must rely on its onboard sensors. The recent availability of
sensors of various modalities has enabled research into
combining sensory data into DL models or through
complementary sensor fusion techniques to achieve automated
scene understanding.
There are two main types of sensors used within an
autonomous vehicle: Exteroceptive sensors are used for
perceiving the robots surrounding environment while
Proprioceptive sensors are used to measure parameters internal
to the robot system such as motor speed, wheel position and joint
angles [7]. The following section will give a brief overview of
the quality of data provided and the conditions required for such
quality by some common sensors in multimodal perception
systems.
A. Exteroceptive sensors
1) Electro-magnetic Radiation-based Systems
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Vision Systems are a natural choice as the primary sensor for
autonomous mobile robots because they provide a great deal of
information about the surrounding environment while working
in both indoor and outdoor scenes. Vision systems can be in the
form of monocular cameras, 3D depth sensing cameras or
LiDAR. The field of computer vision has seen a huge amount of
activity in recent years as the ‘unreasonable effectiveness’ of
Deep Learning [8] and Convolutional Neural Networks has
resulted in cameras becoming the primary sensor in many
autonomous platforms
Many of the Deep Learning techniques to date have
predominantly focused on the use of monocular cameras due to
a vast amount of data available for training. There is a significant
change on the way in computer vision and robotics as 3D vision
systems radically improve in terms of performance and cost. 3D
cameras are being used increasingly as a distance measurement
between objects and the camera is provided for every pixel
which greatly simplifies image segmentation tasks. There are a
few different types of 3D Vision systems including Time of
Flight (ToF), Stereo and Structured light. Each have different
capabilities in terms of accuracy resolution, lighting conditions
and processing requirements [9].
The information from 3D LiDAR is also very powerful for
Simultaneous Location and Mapping (SLAM) tasks [10],
however, the cost of these sensors prohibits their use in many
mobile robot applications. The imminent advent of low-cost
LiDAR will also enable a plethora of applications in mobile
robotics [9]. Radar systems work in a similar manner compared
to LiDAR but offer a different field of view, use radio waves
rather than light and are also becoming increasingly more
available.
With any vision system, an obvious limitation is field of
view (FOV). Limited FOV can result in multiple cameras being
required and an increase in the cost of the system.
Omnidirectional cameras, also known as spherical or panoramic
cameras, can be very advantageous to this regard, however, the
use of data from these cameras in localisation algorithms has
only begun to be explored recently [11], [12].
2) Sound-based Systems
We assign this category to sensors which measure sound
waves which in contrast to electromagnetic radiation, must
travel through a medium. Microphones and ultrasonic sensors
fall into this category. the sensing capabilities of these sensors
depend on the temperature, humidity, and environmental
conditions of the medium of sound propagation. To
accommodate for changes in temperature, many sensors are
limited to close range proximity sensing applications and some
utilize algorithms that adjust readings based on ambient
temperature [10].
3) Communications-based systems
As mentioned previously, there are many examples of
localisation systems which make use specialised infrastructure.
However, they are not relevant to navigation in unstructured
environments. GPS-aided navigation is one exception to this,
however, as that infrastructure is in place and available in open
outdoor environments. The accuracy of localisation can vary

from a few meters for single GPS units to a few centimetres for
differential or RTK (Real-Time Kinematics) systems [13].
Accuracy is severely affected by the presence of buildings and
overhead obstacles which means that the weight to apply to GPS
information must actively be called into question in systems
which transition between indoor and outdoor scenes.
Communication between robots is also a possibility in
unstructured environments. Cooperative Localisation (CL) is a
technique used to improve localisation accuracy in multi-robot
systems. In a study to investigate when CL is worthwhile,
and how CL performance is affected under various conditions,
it was found that accuracy has a substantial effect on
performance, a communication rate that is too fast can be
detrimental, and heterogeneous systems are better candidates
for cooperative localisation than homogeneous systems [14].
B. Proprioceptive sensors
4) IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)
A 6-axis IMU consists of three gyroscopes and three
accelerometers which provide data on the rotational and linear
motion of the platform with respect to the orthogonal X, Y, and
Z axes. 9-axis IMUs also contain a magnetometer which
provides information on orientation relative to the earth’s
magnetic field This magnetic field information can be used to
compensate for drift and allows the absolute change in position
and orientation to be tracked more accurately [15].
5) Rotary Encoders
Rotary encoders are often used to provide odometer data on
vehicles. As with all sensors, the performance of an encoder is
only as good as its signal which is subject to electrical
interference from adjacent systems and sensor faults [7].
IMU and odometry data is used in dead reckoning
techniques which can be quite effective in improving
localisation performance [16]–[18]. However, on its own dead
reckoning is subject to drift which may arise due to wheel slip
or any measurement errors which accumulate over time.
III. LOCALISATION TECHNOLOGIES
Robot Localisation presents several challenges on which this
section will now discuss.
Extracting accurate inferences from raw sensor data is
challenging within the noisy and complex environments where
these systems are deployed. Estimating sensor measurement
noise is an essential factor when producing uncertainty models
for state-of-the-art robotic positioning systems [19].
Secondly, the problem of place recognition from any number
of viewpoints and over any timescale is subject to many
challenges as each scene might appear drastically different for a
single sensor modality due to variations in lighting, seasonal and
weather conditions, new objects in a scene and occluded and
partially incomplete representations of a scene.
The third challenge is that of the huge memory demands
present if a map is to be kept which contains within it a
representation of all the multi-sensor information required for
localisation.
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Machine learning is one of the most promising approaches
for overcoming these challenges and techniques developed
within this rapidly evolving area of machine learning are now
state-of-the-art for many inference tasks in mobile robot
localisation. This section will survey how machine learning has
been applied to tasks involved in the navigation of a mobile
robot primarily taking advantage of the data from vision sensors
but also supported by sensors such as IMUs and LiDAR.
A. Visual SLAM
Visual SLAM (vSLAM) methods use vision system as the
primary sensor for the registration of landmarks in a scene.
VSLAM has the advantages of photogrammetry (rich visual
data, low-cost, lightweight and low power consumption)
without the associated heavy computational workload involved
in post-processing. The vSLAM problem consists of steps such
as environment sensing, data matching, motion estimation, as
well as location update and registration of new landmarks [20].
Conventional probabilistic solutions to vSLAM follow the
general workflow of; feature extraction and matching,
refinement of matching errors, loop closure detection and global
map optimization. The use of range imaging systems provides
information on both the visual appearance and distance from the
camera of the object which increases the robustness of real-time
mapping [21].
Reasonable results have been achieved using these
procedures in conjunction with a variety of different sensors
including a combination of LIDAR, RGB-D camera, IMU and
sonar [22], a multi-camera system [23], IMU and a monocular
camera1 [24] and stereovision [21]. However, challenges with
these approaches exist such as limited sensing range of range
cameras and accumulated memory usage on onboard computers
[21].
An analytic solution (opposed to conventional probabilistic
reasoning) to vSLAM has been demonstrated using a Time of
Flight (Tof) range camera although it has yet to be tested on
large regions [20]. A novel approach for mobile robot visual
localization based on supervised learning using topological
representations for the environment is proposed by [24]. The
work demonstrated an increase in efficiency and reliability
compared to classical localisation system providing high
accuracy (99.94%) and low computational time (47.3μ s and
0.165 s for classification and extraction respectively).[25]
B. Odometry
A topic closely related to vSLAM is Visual Odometry or
Visual-Inertial Navigation (VIN) where the motion of a robot is
estimated through feature extraction in camera images. Recent
advances in visual-inertial navigation on mobile robots are
enabling unprecedented performance in pose estimation in GPSdenied environments using just IMUs and monocular cameras.
A comprehensive review of the subject is provided by [26].
More recent works include a technique that improves
localization accuracy in the presence of the effects of sensor
noise or uncertainty
arising from self-similar textures,
variations in lighting, moving objects, and motion blur [27] and

a self-improving technique which uses self-supervised dataset of
point correspondences for retraining and achieves state-of-theart performance [28].
Kalman Filters (KF) are generally for fusing odometry data
with other data. The KF algorithm and its variants are a form of
recursive optimal estimations, which efficiently utilize
information in the time domain to reduce system errors. KF has
become a standard approach for reducing errors in a least
squares sense and is widely applied in navigation and
positioning fields [29].
C. Place Recognition with Deep Learning
Systems which leverage the efficiency and accuracy
achievable by CNNs have been proposed for multiple facets of
robot localisation. For example, systems which can estimate the
position of a robot’s joints and body while allowing the camera
to be free to move relative to the robot [30], [31] allow greater
flexibility in sensor configuration. Another interesting example
is the use of CNNs to predict dense depth maps and fuse them
with depth measurements obtained from direct monocular
SLAM. The system uses the depth predictions to improve
performance in areas where monocular SLAM approaches tend
to fail, e.g. along low-textured regions, and to yield semantically
coherent scene reconstructions [32].
Visual place recognition is a challenging problem due to the
vast range of ways in which the appearance of real-world places
can vary. 3D cameras and LiDAR can help with this task as a
scene that looks entirely different between seasons may have
changed very little dimensionally. Deep Learning has also been
used to tackle this problem through algorithms for semantic
scene understanding [15].
Many approaches present solutions to improving
generalisation and minimising the memory requirement of
visual localisation which can be classified into two main
categories; feature-based and image retrieval-based. Featurebased techniques regress the vision data for each scene to some
sort of descriptor to represent the scene on a topological map.
These descriptors may be local features [28], bag-of-words,
global descriptors[29] or a combination as reviewed by [33].
Retrieval-based or image-based localization methods trade-off
accuracy for scalability, by modelling the scene as an image
database, and visual localization as an image retrieval problem.
Many approaches employ image pre-processing or translation to
bring all images to a visually similar and condition-invariant
representation. However, image translation methods are
complex to train, require a full retraining for every condition and
the current state-of-the-art avoids this computational complexity
by eliminating such pre-processing steps by pre-computing a
global descriptor for every image in the database [34], [35].
IV. ADAPTIVE LOCALISATION
An intelligent mobile robot is required that could travel
autonomously in various static and dynamic environments.
Several techniques have been applied by various researchers for
mobile robot navigation and obstacle avoidance. The section
will discuss intelligent navigation techniques, which are capable
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of navigating a mobile robot autonomously in dynamic as well
as static environments.
A. Dynamic Sensor Noise and Uncertainty
System identification is the process of designing a
mathematical model of a dynamic system through the analysis
of measured input and output signals of the system. Optimal
estimation uses much of the same formulae as system
identification. However, rather than identifying the relationship
between the input signals and the system response, optimisation
schemes estimate the states of a system [36]. When used in a
multi-sensor fusion, optimisation techniques such as KF apply a
tunable filter to the multimodal data to reduce the impact of
measurement errors on the state estimate and estimate not
directly observable system states.
As previously discussed, the traditional KF has proved to be
extremely efficient over the years but unfortunately, it needs
accurate statistical information about the robot’s kinematics to
be accurate. It has been demonstrated in some trials that it is
possible to set up experiments to calculate these system
characteristics [37]. Alternative methods such as Strong
Tracking Filtering (STF) [38] offer solutions which do not
require such priors.
With the increased diversity of perception platforms due to
the increased number of sensor modalities available for data
fusion, the risk of hardware and software faults increases in
terms of sensor failures, actuators malfunctions, and processing
failures. To overcome these issues and detect any faults, a fault
tolerant control strategy needs to be developed to ensure more
reliable performance outcomes with respect to autonomous
systems. Fault tolerant control (FTC) combines diagnosis with
control methods in order to handle faults in a systemic way [36].
B. Dynamic Objects
Robust, real-time detection of obstacles such as pedestrians
in a robot’s path is a critical requirement from a safety
standpoint. The recent success achieved in classification,
localization and detection tasks by CNNs has led to the adoption
of this methodology for pedestrian detection [39]. The recent
history of object detection and the super-human accuracy
achieved by successive state of the art algorithms is reviewed by
[40]. In the domain of autonomous driving, accurate 3D
localization and pose estimation of objects beyond 2D boxes are
desired. Current state-of-the-art 3D object localisation methods
have been developed with the use of use of 3D vision systems
including stereovision [41], RGBD cameras [42] and 3d LiDAR
[43]. [25]
Obstacle tracking plays an integral part of a robots
navigation laws whether it occurs in mapping algorithms, path
tracking systems, higher level decision making, iterative
learning, planning algorithm implementations or end-to-end
deep learning approaches [44].
Object tracking for local collision avoidance involves
associating detections corresponding to the same object between
successive frames over time and allows estimation of an object’s
direction and velocity of movement relative to the vision system.
Tracking is another vital requirement of autonomous vehicles
for predicting the path of moving obstacles in order to make

more intelligent decisions regarding their own trajectory. For
example, it can be used for person-following as reviewed by
[45]. Tracking can be executed with model predictive and
sliding mode control [33] or with the use of a combination of
data association methods such as Nearest Neighbour for
associating detections and Kalman filters for estimating
direction and velocity [39]. [25]
What does a robot do if its path through an environment is
obstructed completely? Global obstacle avoidance involves the
use of mapping algorithms and reasons about free-space,
obstacles and the topology of the environment, guided by
common sense rules and heuristics for navigation [44].
C. Dynamic Scenes
Hard cases in vSLAM may arise due to significant changes
in a setting due to missing or moved structure or the scene
may be visually different due to illumination changes,
seasonal changes or changing weather conditions. It has
been demonstrated by [46] that a feature-based vSLAM
solution can effectively meet these challenging requirements.
A feature-based system is also presented by [47] for hybrid
map-building and localization, which suits operating
environments with unstructuredness and moderate dynamics.
The work can accommodate disturbed acquisitions due to sensor
vibration and poor stitching.
The previous paragraphs have described cases where a
specific scene may change between viewings. Intelligent
navigation systems must also be able to cope with different types
of scenes, i.e. it must be generalisable to a diverse range of
scenes as the type of environment may change drastically as the
robot moves from one area to the next. Take for example a robot
moving from an outdoor to an indoor scene. When outdoors, the
robot may have been able to leverage precise GPS information
for localisation and now that that information has a great deal of
uncertainty, it must rely on other sensors such as visual
information. A similar case may exist in the opposite direction.
A vision-based system may have a feature-rich scene when
indoors, but once outdoors an open field will not provide enough
features for landmark establishment
Many projects have looked at enabling a robot to seamlessly
transition between outdoor and indoor environments. Classic
approaches include Markov localization, global positioning
systems, KF, and fuzzy-logic [29]. Most solutions to this
problem use a data quality metric to anticipate and mitigate the
degradation in performance of the localisation by discarding the
most affected data [48]. KF is still very popular, however, it
requires priors specific to the particular robot system. More
recent approaches include STF [38] which applies a fading
factor to the initial gain matrix and Bayesian Optimisation (BO)
[49] which applies a Gaussian distribution as a prior. In each of
these cases, STF has demonstrated improvements over KF in
GPS localisation and BO has been successfully applied to the
task of learning a model of terrain traversability while guiding
the robot through more traversable areas [49]. An alternative
approach to these optimisation based techniques is a conditionbased deep learning architecture presented by [35]. Their
solution is an image retrieval-based localisation technique which
computes a descriptor for a given image in a way that depends
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on the capturing conditions. This condition-specific subnetworks based on a siamese architecture was trained using
image annotations with the 3D pose for the camera [35].
V. CONCLUSION
It is evident that the field of multimodal sensor systems for
mobile robot navigation has received much attention in recent
years and as a result, the performance of perception systems has
improved substantially. This paper has included a survey of the
most recent works in the implementation of multisensory fusion
in localisation techniques for mobile robots in unstructured
environments.
The applications examined include vSLAM, odometry and
place recognition. Many of the algorithms surveyed in this paper
use techniques that take advantage of machine learning as is
consistent with many fields of computer science. This paper has
also reviewed some techniques which perform localisation in
dynamic environments. Each technique tackles the problem of
sensor uncertainty due to sensing conditions, difficult scenes and
dynamic environments in different ways and present trade-offs
in terms of accuracy, scalability and computation/memory
requirements. Many projects use optimisation-based solutions to
mitigate sensor uncertainty. Other feature-based and image
retrieval-based techniques actively detect dynamic objects or
dynamic sensing conditions. This field is a very active area of
research and will be subject to further change in the future as the
increased deployment of sensors such as 3D vision systems and
affordable LiDAR will lead to the generation of new datasets,
and the increased level of information from these sensors should
benefit the performance of algorithms.
It is evident that problems of dynamic sensor uncertainty
and the maintenance of scalable, memory efficient maps are
very challenging. These problems are key to realising long-term
autonomy in mobile robots.
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